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MULTI-CLOUD
SECURITY PLATFORM

 9 Security operations and network 
protection

 9 Identity and access management

 9 Data protection

 9 Asset management

 9 Logging and threat detection

 9 Incident response

 9 Posture and vulnerability 
management

 9 Endpoint security

 9 Backup and recovery

 9 Governance and strategy

Neway will help your organization assess, develop, deploy, and optimize 
your cloud security architecture including:

 | Develop, design, and implement a data driven information security control and policy 
enforcement framework that reflects scalability across Azure resources

 | Assess the cloud reference architecture, capabilities and controls 

 | Conduct a security assessment to map current state to future state in terms of 
security posture and compliance

 | Develop and implement a Security Controls and Policy Enforcement Framework

 | Establish, deploy, and optimize an Azure Security Benchmark that provides prescriptive 
best practices and recommendations to help improve the security of workloads, data, 
and services on Azure in areas including:

As more and more organizations migrate workloads and applications to the cloud, the need for 
an effective, highly secure cloud foundation and zero-trust security model is more critical than 
ever. Neway specializes in helping organizations optimize their security posture through a Multi-
Cloud Security Platform built in Azure that encompasses security controls, policy enforcement 
frameworks, and threat intelligence to protect against rapidly evolving threats.
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Cloud App Security

Azure Web Application 
Firewall 

Azure Firewall

Azure Information 
Protection

Microsoft 365 E5 Security

Microsoft Defender for 
Endpoint, Office 365,  
and for Identity 

Azure AD Premium

Azure Sentinel

To enhance your security profile, Neway can implement a 
full complement of Microsoft tools including:
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CREATING YOUR
SECURITY ARCHITECTURE
Neway’s primary design principal is to provide a security architecture that scales and 
incorporates security at every level while focusing on a “Zero Trust Security Model”. Our 
overall security design is based on the Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework Enterprise-scale 
landing zone architecture, represents the strategic design path and target technical state for 
an organization's Azure environment. It will continue to evolve alongside the Azure platform 
and is defined by the various design decisions that your organization must make to map your 
Azure journey.

Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework
for Azure

Define Strategy

 9 Understand motivations

 9 Business outcomes

 9 Business justification

 9 Prioritize project 

Plan

 9 Digital estate

 9 Initial organization 
alignment

 9 Skills readiness plan

 9 Cloud adoption plan 

Ready

 9 Azure setup guide

 9 First landing zone

 9 Expand the landing zone

 9 Best practices 

Adopt

Migrate
 9 Azure migration 
guide

 9 Migration scenarios

 9 Best practices

 9 Process 
improvements 

            Innovate
 9 Azure innovation 
guide

 9 Innovation scenarios

 9 Best practices

 9 Process 
improvements 

 

Govern

 9 Methodology

 9 Benchmark

 9 Initial best practices

 9 Governance maturity 

Manage

 9 Business commitments

 9 Operations baseline

 9 Operations maturity 

From security assessments to deployments to management and monitoring, Neway can help 
chart your path to a secure, robust, and powerful cloud architecture purpose-built for your 
specific business needs. Contact us today for a complimentary security consultation.
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Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework
for Azure

 | Microsoft Tier 1 Cloud 
Solution Provider (Direct) 

 | Microsoft Advanced 
Specializations:

 » Modernization of Web 
Applications to Microsoft Azure

 » Adoption and Change 
Management

 » Calling for Microsoft Teams

 » Meetings and Meeting Rooms 
for Microsoft Teams

 » Threat Protection

 » Windows Virtual Desktop

 » Information Protection & 
Governance

 | Access to Microsoft 
funding programs

 | Microsoft Gold Partner: 
14 Microsoft Gold 
Competencies including 
Cloud Platform, Cloud 
Productivity, Collaboration 
& Content, Security, and 
more 

 | FastTrack Ready Partner 

 | Customized solutions 
through modular managed 
services  

 | Insight into the 
Microsoft roadmap to 
help you effectively 
plan for upgrades and 
enhancements

 | Expertise in Microsoft 
licensing and subscriptions 
to help you optimize your 
entitlement and reduce 
your overall spend 

 | Comprehensive 
architecture, design, 
deployment, management, 
and adoption solutions 

WHY
Established in 2004, Neway 
Technologies provides unparalleled 
expertise across the Microsoft 
platform on a global scale. Our 
solutions incorporate delivering 
measurable business outcomes 
through innovative solutions 
leveraging Microsoft technologies 
and infrastructure solutions, both on-
premises and in the cloud, including 
Office 365, Azure, Teams, SharePoint 
and more. Our customers represent 
a broad range of industries including 
technology and communications, 
financial, government, and defense. 

With your critical applications and operations running on the Microsoft cloud, you need a partner,  

like Neway, who is 100% dedicated to the Microsoft platform.
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